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Abstract: The effect of the jet stream on the changes in the intensity of tropical cyclones (TC) affecting
Korea is discussed. We classified the TCs into three categories based on the decreasing rate of TC
intensity in 24 h after TC passed 30° N. The TCs with a large intensity decrease had a more vigorous
intensity when the TCs approached the mid-latitudes. The analysis of observational fields showed
that the strong jet stream over Korea and Japan may intensify TCs by the secondary circulations of jet
entrance but induces a large decrease in TC intensity in the mid-latitudes by the strong vertical wind
shear. We also performed the numerical simulation for the effect of the jet stream on the intensity
changes of Typhoon Chaba (2016). As a result, the stronger jet stream induced more low-level
moisture convergence at the south of the jet stream entrance, enhancing the intensity when the TC
approached Korea. Furthermore, it induced a rapid reduction in intensity when TC approached in
the strong jet stream area. The results suggest that the upper-level jet stream is one of the critical
factors modulating the intensity of TC affecting Korea in the vicinity of the mid-latitudes.

Keywords: tropical cyclone; western north Pacific; jet stream; Korea

1. Introduction

A tropical cyclone (TC) is a devastating meteorological phenomenon accompanied
by a strong gust and heavy rainfalls. Every year, people over the TC-prone coastal areas
suffered the damages induced by TCs. Furthermore, the strongest TCs have gradually
increased in intensity from the past [1], the global mean location of the maximum lifetime
intensity has moved poleward [2], and the movement speed of TCs is slowing down [3].
In addition, the proportion of the population living in TC-prone areas has increased by
192% over the past 30 years [4]. As a result, the risk of TCs has risen steadily [4], and the
damage is expected to increase in the future [5]. In South Korea, more than 60% of the
damages from natural disasters are caused by TCs [6,7]. Furthermore, the intensity of TCs
affecting Korea was steadily increased [8,9]. Because the TC-induced damages are usually
associated to the TC behavior near the coastal region rather than in the entire basin, it is
important to understand the TC intensity in the certain coastal area in order to prepare
the possible damages from TCs. Moreover the intensity of TC plays an important role in
simulations of TC tracks [10–12].

The regional activity of TCs in the vicinity of the Korean Peninsula is related to
the distinct large-scale environments in the mid-latitudes, such as the upper-level jet
stream [8,9,13,14]. Some previous studies discussed the role of the mid-latitude jet stream
on the TC activity around the Korean Peninsula. Kim et al. [13] showed that the quasi-
stationary Rossby wave train along the jet stream modulates the TC tracks around the
Korean Peninsula. Kim et al. [14] and Park et al. [8] emphasized that the location of
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the mid-latitude jet stream is significantly related to the TC activities around the Korean
Peninsula, such as TC-induced heavy rainfall or the TC’s landfalling intensity.

The TCs affecting Korea are usually intensified in the subtropical region and become
weaker when they approach to Korea because of the relatively low sea surface temperature
(SST) and strong vertical wind shear in the mid-latitudes [15–17]. The previous studies
discussed their relationships based on the interannual or interdecadal variation of averaged
TC activity near Korea. The researches on the factors affecting the temporal changes in TC
intensity near the Korea are rare. Thus, this study started by analyzing the environmental
factors affecting the decreases in TC intensity near the Korean Peninsula. Furthermore,
we found the possibility that the upper-level jet stream simultaneously modulates the
enhancements in TC intensity when they were approaching the Korean Peninsula and the
reductions in TC intensity at the mid-latitudes.

In this study, we discussed the role of the mid-latitude jet stream on the intensity
changes of TCs affecting Korea using observational analysis and numerical simulation.
The observational data and numerical model used in this study are explained in Section 2.
The results from observational analysis and numerical experiments are discussed in
Section 3. Finally, this study is concluded in Section 4.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. Data

We used the best track data provided by the Regional Specialized Meteorological
Center (RSMC) Tokyo-Typhoon Center. This data offers positions, minimum central
pressures, and maximum sustained wind speeds of TCs in the Northwest Pacific every
6 h. TCs are generally divided into three stages depending on their maximum wind speed
(vmax): tropical depression (vmax < 17 ms−1), tropical storm (17 ms−1 ≤vmax < 33 ms−1),
and typhoon (vmax ≥ 33 ms−1). In this study, TCs are defined when the maximum wind
speed is greater than 17 ms−1; thus, TCs refer to tropical storms and typhoons.

To analyze the large-scale environments, we used Modern Era Retrospective analysis
for Research and Applications (MERRA) version 2 data provided by the National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration. It provides 3-hourly atmospheric reanalysis data from 1980
to the present with a spatial resolution of 0.5 × 0.625 degrees. We also use the Optimum
Interpolation Sea Surface Temperature version 2. This data provides daily SST from 1981
to the present with a spatial resolution of 0.25 × 0.25 degrees.

2.2. Numerical Model

To simulate a specific case of TC affecting Korea, we used the Advanced Weather
Research and Forecasting (WRF) v.4.1.2 developed by the National Center for Atmospheric
Research. The WRF is a fully compressible non-hydrostatic model with the Arakawa-C
horizontal grid system and the Eulerian mass-based terrain-following vertical coordinates.
We used standard the Highest Resolution Mandatory Fields for geographical data and the
Global Forecast System analysis data provided by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration for initial and boundary data. The basic options for the WRF simulation
are listed in Table 1. We used the multi-scale Kain–Fritsch Scheme [18] and Yonsei Uni-
versity Scheme [19] for the cumulus physics and the planetary boundary layer physics,
respectively. The unified Noah land surface model [20] was used for the ground model,
and the Revised MM5 Scheme [21] was used for the surface layer. We also used the FDDA
spectral nudging option to examine the effect of the large-scale environments. This is a
method of transforming boundary conditions using observation data and interpolating in
a grid form [22]. Using this method, we performed the experiments with different forcing
of the mid-latitude jet stream.
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Table 1. The integration time, resolution, and options of WRF-ARW 4.1.2V simulation.

WRF-ARW 4.1.2V

Integration time 1 October 2016 00:00:00–6 October 2016 00:00:00
Resolution of Domain 1 50 km
Resolution of Domain 2 10 km

Nested Option Two-way Nesting
SST input Option SST constant

FDDA option Analysis Nudging Surface No
Spectral Nudging Yes

Micro Physics WRF Single–moment 6–class Scheme
PBL Physics Yonsei University Scheme

Cumulus Physics Multi–scale Kain–Fritsch Scheme
Radiation RRTMG Shortwave and Longwave Schemes

Land Surface Unified Noah Land Surface Model
Surface Layer Revised MM5 Scheme

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Observational TC Intensity Changes near the Korean Peninsula and Related Environments

To examine the intensity changes in TCs near the Korean Peninsula, we selected TCs
passing over the box region in the south of the Korean Peninsula (30–34° N, 122–129° E)
(Figure 1). The box region (30–34° N, 122–129° E) was settled based on TCs affecting the
Korean peninsula defined by Kwon et al. [23]. Most of the TCs affecting Korea described
in Kown et al. [23], except for TCs weakened to tropical depressions before landfalling
on Korea, passed through this box region. As a result, 70 TCs are selected for 1981–2019.
The average locations were marked as color dots when the TCs are at the −1, 0, 1, and 2
days after passing the south border of the box region (30° N). On average, the TCs pass
through Korea within 1–2 days after passing the 30° N.

All Track

 105°E  120°E  135°E  150°E  165°E 
   0°  

  12°N 

  24°N 

  36°N 

  48°N 

  60°N 

-1

0

1

2

Figure 1. TC tracks analyzed in this study. The red box represents the region of 30–34° N and
122–129° E. The red, blue, green, and magenta dots indicate the average location of TCs at the −1, 0,
1, and 2 days after the timing of passing through 30° N.
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Figure 2 shows the box-whisker plot of increase in the central pressure of TCs in 24 h
(∆24hP) after passing 30° N. Most TCs exhibit increased central pressure (i.e., decreased
intensity) in 24 h after passing 30° N, while a few TCs are slightly intensified within −5 hPa.
About half of TCs have 5–30 hPa increases in the central pressures. Based on this result,
we classified the TCs into three cases (case 1–3). Case 1 consists of TCs maintaining almost
their intensity after passing 30° N (∆24hP ≤ 5 hPa). Case 2 represents average TC intensity
decreases (5 hPa < ∆24hP ≤ 30 hPa), containing about half of the TCs selected in this study.
Finally, TCs of abnormal intensity drop (∆24hP > 30 hPa) are classified into case 3.
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40

50

h
P

a
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Figure 2. The box-whisker plot of increase in the central pressure of TCs in 24 h after passing 30° N.
The box covers lower and upper quartiles and the whiskers are extended to the minimum and
maximum values.

Figure 3 shows the temporal changes in the average central pressure of TCs be-
fore/after the TCs pass through 30° N for all and three cases. It was calculated by averaging
the central pressure of TCs at each 6-hour time step based on the time TCs pass through
30° N. It is noted that the mid-latitudes are defined as an area above 30° N in this study.
While the moderate intensity changes of case 2 are analogous to the average intensity
changes of all TCs affecting Korea, cases 1 and 3 show quite different intensity changes.
TCs in case 1 approached the mid-latitudes with relatively weak intensity and maintained
their intensity until one day after TCs passed the 30° N. TCs in case 3 intensified when
the TCs approached the mid-latitudes and had a large decrease in their intensity after the
TCs passed 30° N. The results suggested that the TCs intensified in the subtropics are more
rapidly weakened in the mid-latitudes.
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Figure 3. The temporal changes in the average central pressure of TCs before/after the TCs pass
30° N for all and three cases. The zero at the x-axis indicates the time when the TCs pass 30° N
and negative (positive) values represent the time before (after) the TCs pass 30° N. The light gray
line represents the central pressure of Typhoon Chaba (2016) that is the representative TC in case 3
discussed in Section 3.2.

Figure 4 shows the composite maps of SST and vertical wind shear at the day of
passing 30° N and their anomalies for the three cases. In the mid-latitudes, the SST is
relatively low (Figure 4a), and vertical wind shear becomes stronger (Figure 4e). Case 1
shows the positive SST anomalies and negative anomalies in vertical wind shear around
the Korea Peninsula (Figure 4b,f). These environments may maintain TC intensity in the
mid-latitude for case 1. The anomalies of SST and vertical wind shear for case 2 are almost
zero (Figure 4c,g). It means that environmental fields for case 2 are very similar to the
overall average fields (Figure 4a,e). It is reasonable because the temporal change in TC
intensity for case 2 is almost similar to the average change for all TCs (Figure 3).

Figure 4. The composite maps of SST and vertical wind shear between 850 hPa and 200 hPa when TCs pass 30° N (a,e) and
their anomalies for the three cases (b–d,f–h). In the anomaly maps, the statistically significant regions at the 95% confidence
level are shaded.

Meanwhile, SST anomalies in case 3 show relatively high values in the south of Korean
Peninsula (Figure 4d). The positive SST anomalies in the south of Korea might affect the
increases in TC intensity in case 3 over the subtropic regions. However, the SST anomalies
around Korean Peninsula (the negative SST anomalies in the west of Korea and insignificant
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anomalies in south and east of Korea) are not enough to explain the large decrease in TC
intensity after TCs in case 3 in the mid-latitudes (Figure 3). Instead, the strong vertical
wind shear anomalies over the vast area around the Korean Peninsula may induce the large
TC intensity decreases in case 3 (Figure 4h). Moreover, the vertical wind shear anomalies
around the Korean Peninsula become stronger systematically from case 1 to case 3. These
results imply that the vertical wind shear around the Korean Peninsula, rather than SST,
is a more important factor in modulating the intensity changes of TC affecting Korea in the
mid-latitude.

It is well known that the upper-level jet stream directly modulates the vertical wind
shear over the mid-latitudes. On the other hand, the mid-latitude jet stream sometimes can
provide favorable environments for TC activity in the vicinity of the south of the jet stream
entrance by the secondary circulations (i.e., increasing anomalous low-level convergence
and ascending motion) [8,24,25]. Thus, we considered the jet stream as one of the factors
affecting the intensity changes of TCs in this study. Figure 5 displays the composites for
the 250-hPa zonal wind, 250-hPa and 850-hPa divergence, and 500-hPa pressure velocity
(i.e., omega) during three days before TCs arrived at 30° N. The core of the upper-level
jet stream is in the northern vicinity of Korea and Japan and prevails over the Korean
Peninsula. The more strong (weak) jet stream appears for case 3 (case 1). The strong (weak)
upper-level jet stream induces relatively strong (weak) vertical wind shear, affecting the
weakening (maintaining) in TC intensity after TCs enter the mid-latitudes. Accordingly,
the secondary circulations at the entrance of the jet stream (the anomalous upper-level
divergence, low-level convergence, and ascent motion) appear over the south of the Korean
Peninsula. When TCs in case 3 approach the Korean Peninsula, more strong secondary
circulation appears over the south of the Korean Peninsula. These environments can help
the TCs in case 3 become stronger before TCs moves in the mid-latitudes. In summary,
the strong jet stream over Korea and Japan may intensify TCs when TCs approach the
mid-latitudes by the secondary circulations but induce a large decrease in TC intensity
after TCs moved in the mid-latitudes by the strong vertical wind shear.

Figure 5. The composite maps of the 250-hPa zonal wind (a–d), divergence at the 250 hPa (e–h) and 850 hPa (f–l),
and 500-hPa pressure velocity (m–p) during three days before TCs arrived at 30° N for all and three cases.
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3.2. Numerical Experiments for Typhoon Chaba (2016)

We performed numerical simulations to examine the effect of the mid-latitude jet
stream on the intensity changes of TC affecting Korea using the Typhoon Chaba (2016)
case. The Typhoon Chaba belongs to case 3 in this study, which showed a large decreases
(increase) in intensity after (before) it passed through in the mid-latitudes (Figure 3).
The simulation domains are displayed in Figure 6. The first domain covers a vast area
over East Asia and the western Pacific to simulate large-scale features of the upper-level
jet stream. The second domain focuses on the passage of the Typhoon Chaba. The spatial
resolutions of the first and second domains are 50 km and 10 km, respectively.

Figure 6. Domains for WRF simulation.

To examine the effect of the upper-level jet stream, we use the spectral nudging
option in the FDDA scheme for the 250 hPa level. As shown in the average upper-level
zonal winds in case 3 (Figure 5d), strong jet streams are overwhelming over the northern
vicinity of Korea and Japan. Based on these observational results, we executed the WRF
model by gradually increasing the upper-level zonal winds where the jet stream is strong
(35° N–50° N, 130° E–160° E). We executed the WRF-ARW model using the observed
upper-level zonal wind (i.e., control experiment, hereafter ×1.0) and three experiments
using the strengthened upper-level zonal wind by 20%, 30%, and 50% (hereafter ×1.2, ×1.3,
and ×1.5, respectively).

Figure 7 displayed the observed and simulated 250-hPa zonal winds for each experi-
ment. Although the simulated jet stream areas are meridionally narrow than observation,
the locations of their cores and entrances are well-matched with the observational feature.
Furthermore, the strengths of the jet stream for each experiment are reasonably simulated
as intended. Figure 8 shows the best track of Typhoon Chaba and simulated tracks for each
experiment. The simulated TC tracks are generated by tracking the point of the lowest
sea-level pressure from the WRF simulations. The TC tracks of all experiments follow the
best track, although simulated tracks are slightly biased to the south after landfalling on
Korea. The simulated TCs passed 30° N between 4 and 5 October, arrived at the south
coast of Korea on 5 October, and moved to the east of Japan until 6 October. These results
are well consistent with the observation, ensuring that the experiments are reasonably
well simulated.
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Figure 7. The average 250-hPa zonal winds during simulation time (1–5 October 2016) for observation (a) and each
simulation (b–e).

TC Track

 105°E  120°E  135°E  150°E  165°E  180°  
   0°  

  15°N 

  30°N 

  45°N 

  60°N 

x1.0

x1.2

x1.3

x1.5

RSMC-BST

Figure 8. The tracks of Typhoon Chaba in observation (best-track, black line) and each simulation.
The tracks are plotted for 3–6 October 2016.

Figure 9 shows the temporal changes simulated TC intensities (mean wind speed
and central pressure) from 3 to 6 October. The mean wind speed is defined as the wind
speed averaged within 3 degrees from the TC center. The control experiment (×1.0) show a
decrease in TC intensity after 4 October, which was the time of passing 30° N. In experiment
×1.2, the TC intensity was maintained until 5 October. In the experiments of ×1.3 and
×1.5, the TC intensities increased remarkably until 5 October. After 5 October, the TC
intensities were rapidly weakened for all experiments. The simulation groups forced by
a more strong jet stream showed more strong TC intensity before TC had a landfall on
the Korea Peninsula and more rapid decreases in the intensity after TC closed to land and
approached in the strong jet stream area. These results are consistent with the discussion in
the earlier section that the strong jet stream over the northern vicinity of Korea and Japan
may intensify TCs when TCs move towards the mid-latitudes but induce a large decrease in
TC intensity after TCs passed through in the mid-latitudes. Meanwhile, there are irregular
signals at the end of 5 Octorber. It is because the Typhoon Chaba was transformed into the
extratropical cyclone at 12 UTC, 5 October 2016. Thus, the intensity changes at the end of
5 October are not a consideration for this study that focused on the intensity of TC rather
than exratoropical cyclones.
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Figure 9. The wind speed averaged within 3 degrees from the TC center (a) and central pressure (b)
during 3–6 October.

In this study, we have speculated the secondary circulation at the south of the jet
stream’s entrance enhances the TC intensity. To confirm this, we examined the low-level
moisture convergence, which is one of the signals of the secondary circulation at the south
of the jet stream. Figure 10 shows the box-whisker plots for the hourly low-level moisture
convergence averaged around the TC center during two days before TC arrived on 30° N
(00 UTC, 3 October to 00 UTC, 5 October) (Figure 10). The results show that the low-level
convergences increase when a more strong jet stream is forced. Although the time series
of moisture convergence have a large temporal variation (figure not shown, but can be
inferred from the range of box and whiskers in Figure 10), the distributions of moisture
convergence for ×1.3 and ×1.5 are shifted to higher positive values than those for ×1.0
and ×1.2. The results suggest that the stronger jet stream induces the larger low-level
moisture convergence, resulting in TC intensity increase in ×1.3 and ×1.5 experiments.
Table 2 shows the correlation coefficients between the TC central pressure and 850-hPa &
700-hPa moisture flux convergence for each experiment. The absolute values of correlation
coefficients become larger and more significant in the experiments of ×1.3 and ×1.5,
ensuring that the low-level moisture convergences play more important role in the TC
intensity when stronger jet streams are forced.
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Figure 10. The box-whisker plots of the hourly moisture convergences at the 850 hPa (a) and 700 hPa (b) averaged 3 degrees
around the TC center for 3 October 00 UTC to 5 00 UTC.

Table 2. Correlation coefficients (r) and p-values between TC central pressure and the 850-hPa
& 700-hPa moisture flux convergence for each experiment. The bold number denotes statistical
significance at the 95% confidence level.

×1.0 ×1.2 ×1.3 ×1.5

r p-Value r p-Value r p-Value r p-Value

850 hPa 0.09 0.77 −0.2 0.42 −0.5 0.05 −0.78 <0.01
700 hPa −0.29 0.26 −0.09 0.77 −0.68 <0.01 −0.81 <0.01

4. Conclusions

In the present study, the effect of the upper-level jet stream on the changes in the
intensity of TC affecting Korea is discussed. We classified the TCs into three categories
based on the decrease of TC intensity 24 h after TC passed 30° N and analyzed the related
environments. As a result, the TCs with a large intensity decrease in the mid-latitudes
had a more vigorous intensity when the TCs approached the mid-latitudes. The related
large-scale environments showed that the SST and the upper-level jet stream may affect the
changes in TC intensity. However, it was not enough to explain the change of TC intensity
by SST only. Thus, this study focused on upper-level jet stream. The strong jet stream over
Korea and Japan intensifies TCs when TCs approached the mid-latitudes by the secondary
circulation of jet entrance but induces a large decrease in TC intensity after TCs are passed
through mid-latitudes by the strong vertical wind shear. We also performed the numerical
simulation for the effect of the jet stream on the intensity changes of Typhoon Chaba (2016)
that had a strong intensity under the mid-latitudes and a large decrease in intensity in
the mid-latitudes. As a result, the stronger jet stream induced more low-level moisture
convergence at the south of the jet stream entrance, enhancing the intensity when the TC
approached Korea. The stronger jet stream induced more enhanced TC intensity when TC
approached the Korea Peninsula and more rapid decreases in the intensity after TC closed
to land and approached in the strong jet stream area. In conclusion, the upper-level jet
stream is one of the critical factors modulating the intensity of TC affecting Korea in the
vicinity of the mid-latitudes.
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